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CRCI Score Consultation:
Expert overview of the CRCI Review and CRCI Score.

Actionable Feedback:
Specific recommendations for strategic improvements to
publicly available content to improve their CRCI Score.

Priority CRCI Score Updates:
Reactive CRCI Review updates to coincide with project
launches, improvements or other published milestones.

Brand Asset Licensing:
Permission to use CRCI brand assets in marketing efforts.

CRCI Improvement Program:
Feedback channel to offer improvements to CRCI.

CRCI Score Summaries:
Project page gives full CRCI Score summary.

Demerit Arbitration:*
Consultation and resolution arbitrage on demerit instances
that offers transparency and clear paths to resolutions.*

CRCI Pledge of Excellence Members

CRCI's methodology of exclusively
reviewing publicly accessible
content, is not an assessment of
success or failure.

We view this as a starting point for
developing a environment of
accountability in an industry that has
yet to define its standards.

Defining DeFi Excellence

When you put a good person
in a bad environment, they
are likely to do bad things.

When you put a bad person
in a good environment, they

are likely to adopt the
standards and ethos of that

environment.

DeFi Leaders are responsible
for their environment, and

lead by demonstrating their
commitment to third-party

accountability.

Profile Updates: Project can update their CRCI listing profile
with their official channels and resources.

Tokenomic Summaries: Projects can clarify their tokenomic
distribution and vesting strategies.

Non Members

The CRCI Pledge of Excellence is a commitment from DeFi
leaders to continually elevate consumer advocacy by engaging
with CRCI’s objective reviews and actionable feedback, aimed at
improving transparency, user protection, and accountability.

What is the CRCI Pledge of Excellence?

Overcoming the lack of standards for
consumer advocacy, and the inconsistencies
in transparency, user protection, and
accountability in the DeFi environment.

CRCI Pledge Of Excellence

*Demerit Arbitration scope and feature implementation TBD. Subject to change.

@crci_review

Get Started

Sign up at crci.review/get-started
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Get Started

crci.review

CRCI offers actionable feedback on what
content should be published to enhance your
ratings and CRCI Score.

We Support DeFi Innovators

CRCI Score = Proposal + Implementation

Sign up at crci.review/get-started

Connect with us today to learn how!

@crci_review

Why CRCI?
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crci.review

Extremely Important

Very Important

Neutral

Not Very Important

Not Important at all

DeFi Leader

Get Started

Users Expect Excellence

Essential Service

@crci_review

According to our DYOR Survey: When asked,

—the overwhelming majority of respondents say this is
either very or EXTREMELY important!

Our target customers are new DeFi
projects in their launch stages and  
every single responsible DeFi project
that continues to iterate, update and
improve their products and services.

Just as code audits are crucial for
ensuring the security and functionality
in DeFi, CRCI provides another
essential service aimed at overcoming
inconsistencies in project transparency,
user protection, and accountability for
a healthier DeFi environment.

Sign up at crci.review/get-started

In DeFi, credibility can dramatically
influence brand impression,  user

adoption and potential investment.

The CRCI MATRIX and Pledge of Excellence Badges are powerful assets.

From an accountability point of view for DeFi
builders, how important is a structured and
professional fundamental analysis review platform?

Take our DYOR Research Survey at crci.review/survey

The CRCI MATRIX plots DeFi Leaders against competitive
projects and their inconsistencies in transparency, user
protection and accountability.

Our research shows retail
highly values DeFi Leaders

who embrace their
commitment to professional
third-party accountability.

The CRCI Reviews and the
CRCI Pledge of Excellence
were designed to fill this

critical gap in our
ecosystem.
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